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Abstract

The holographic antenna has been validated as a high gain planar antenna in the Ka-band

frequency range. It may potentially replace existing technologies such as reflectors and

phased array antennas where a high gain low profile antenna is required. However, cur-

rent feed devices for this antenna, including horns and open waveguides, are bulky, which

detracts from the attractive silhouette of the hologram.

The linear tapered slotline antenna is proposed as an altemative to these feed devices.

This anteruramay be etched onto the same substrate as the holographic antenna providing

a single unit compact antenna. To facilitate the design process, the holographic antenna's

efficiency was formulated to determine the holographic antenna dimensions and feed pat-

terns that generate optimal performance. By quantifying the various losses incurred in the

system, a direct correlation between antenna parameters and antenna performance was

provided. As such, a systematic approach was taken to optimize the performance of the

holographic antenna by using the linear tapered slotline antenna to generate the desired

feed pattems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Overview

An antenna serves to collect or radiate electromagnetic waves, thus functioning as a transi-

tioning device which converts guided waves to free-space wave propagation. Gain is a

significant anterura parameter which defines the antenna's ability to focus its energy in a

particular direction. Generally, antenna gain requirements depend directly on the intended

application. High gain anteruras are vital in detection systems which deal with a very low

signal level, such as in remote sensing or radio astronomy. Various communication sys-

tems including satellite or point to point networks also require high gain anter¡ras to over-

come prohibitive high path loss occasioned by large distances. Another key antenna

parameter is the operational frequency; future communication systems are progressing

towards the higher frequency bands due to voluminous traffic considerations in the lower

frequency regions. In addition, planar antennas are coveted to fulfill functional purposes

such as aerodynamic installation or simply to conform to aesthetic objectives. Conse-

quently, antenna engineers are faced with the challenge of designing high gain planar

antennas.

Presently, reflectors, lenses, and microstrip phased array antennas are generally employed
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where high gain antennas in the Ka frequency band (26GHz - 40GHz) are required. These

systems contain limitations. The reflector and lens antennas, though very efficient, are

hindered by their cumbersome size, and these designs cannot meet low profîle require-

ments. Phased array antennas are attractive due to their low profile silhouette and beam

steering abilities. However, at high operating frequencies, particularly in the millimeter

wave range and beyond, losses in the feed network become very detrimental. Phased

array antennas are also very complex and can be costly to fabricate. The holographic

antenna has been proposed as an alternative to these technologies, where a low profile

high gain antenna in the Ka - band frequency range is required.

A holographic antenna employs the principles of holography, which have been extended

from their traditional usage in the optical frequency range, to the problem of anterura syth-

esis. Optical holography deals with the storage and retrieval of an image, although the

fundamentals may be applied to any range of the frequency spectrum where monochro-

matic sources are available [1]. The use of holography concepts in side - looking radar in

the 1950's stimulated interest in the possible merits of holography elsewhere in the field

of electrical engineeriîg l2l. Several researchers recognized the potential of holography

as applied to antenna design, although, not much progress has been made in this field,

resulting in only a few scattered publications since 197013,4,51.

This prior research has explored various types of holographic antennas culminating in the

dipole volume type holographic antenna designed by K. Levis in 1999 [6]. This antenna
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models the interference pattern between the desired radiation pattern and the feed pattern.

As such, holographic antennas may be easily conceptualized simply by viewing this pat-

tern. The composite antenna then constitutes the hologram and an illuminating device.

This antenna has been validated as a high gain antenna, adduced by its low profile and

lightweight attributes with potentially no upper operational frequency limit owing to its

origin in optical theory.

More research must now be accomplished to contribute to the advancement of this versa-

tile antenna.

1.2 Motivation

The development of holographic antennas has not yet reached maturity. Holographic

antennas possess versatility enabling it to accommodate various functions such as multi

focal points for multi-beam applications from a shared aperhrre. They may provide com-

pactness, enabling flush mounting, hence meeting various physical constraints.

Prior research in this area of holographic antenna study has demonstrated their potential as

high gain antennas complemented by their low profile silhouette. However, previous

designs utilize a waveguide or horn as a feed which detracts from the planar nature of the

holographic antenna. Therefrom, the linear tapered slotline anterura has been proposed as
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an alternate feed method which would maintain the planar silhouette of the holographic

antenna.

ln addition, due to the early stages of this development, guidelines do not exist to deter-

mine the most efficient feed option for the holographic antenna. A formulation is needed

to ascertain the feed which would generate optimal holographic antenna efficiency. As

such, parameters such as holographic antenna size, and feed pattern generation should be

considered.

Finally, this formulation could be used to assess the most efficient feed pattern option and

the linear tapered slotline anterura can be designed to generate the necessary curve. This

feed may then be etched onto the same substrate as the holographic anterma providing a

single unit integrated antenna.

1.3 Scope

The second chapter details the background of holographic antennas with a specific focus

on the hologram used in this thesis. Some theoretical concepts are discussed including a

derivation of the far field pattem of holographic antennas.

Chapter 3 introduces the tapered slot antenna and outlines its potential as a holographic

anterma feed. Design guidelines are discussed and finally two prototypes were built to
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assess the linear tapered slotline antenna's feasibility as a holographic antenna illuminat-

ing device.

Chapter 4 discusses the efficiency of the holographic antenna, and itemizes the influential

parameters. A formulation was then derived to determine their impact on overall holo-

graphic antenna efficiency dependent on feed selection and holographic antenna size. A

graphical depiction of this formulation was generated to serve as a design aid in future

holographic antenna research.

Finally, in Chapter 5, the formulation derived in Chapter 4 was utilized to design a more

efficient holographic antenna. This involved designing a linear tapered slotline antenna to

generate the feed patterns needed for more effective hologram radiation.

This is followed by a concluding chapter which summarizes the work conducted in this

thesis, the overall results, findings, and future work.
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Chapter 2: The Holographic Antenna

2.1 lntroduction

Current trends in wireless technology are towards high gain antennas that can operate in

the Ka - band frequency range and beyond, due to the cluttering of the spectrum at lower

frequencies. High gain antennas are required for many applications including radar, satel-

lite, and terrestrial wireless communications. In some applications, low-profile and light

weight designs are also preferable for aerodynamic and aesthetic installation, in addition

to the high gain requirement.

Presently, parabolic, lens, and phased array antennas are employed to satisfy these criteria,

however, both systems contain limitations. Parabolic and lens antennas are hindered by

their cumbersome size, and phased array anteruras suffer from poor efficiency due to their

lossy feed networks. The holographic antenna is proposed as an alternative to these tech-

nologies. It may provide high gain in the Ka - band frequency range, complemented by its

desirable low-profile and lightweight configuration.
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In this chapter, general concepts of holographic principles are reviewed with emphasis on

their application to antenna designs.

2.2 Theory

Traditionally, holograms are recognized as image forming devices in the optical frequency

range. The interference pattern of light that has been reflected from an object and a refer-

ence wave is recorded to produce the hologram. When this recording is illuminated by the

reference wave, an image of the initial object is generated. This holographic theory may

be applied to any range of the frequency spectrum, where monochromatic sources are

available [3]. Generally speaking, the hologram becomes a recording of the interaction

between a reference wave and an object wave, as shown in Figure 2.1. When this holo-

gram is illuminated by either one of these waves, the other is generated [7].

Mathematically, the object wave, Uo,andthe reference wave, Ç, sum to form a complex

amplitude transmittance, t, as demonstrated by Saleh et al. in [7]. This is shown in equa-

tion (2.1).

t æ luo* u,.l' : lU,l' * lu"l' ¡ u,*(Jo+ (J,(Jo* (2.r)
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The object wave is contained in the third term on the right hand side, multiplied by the

intensity of the reference wave, which can be separated from the other terms using various

techniques.

The principles of holography have many different applications ranging from the optical to

microwave frequency spectrum. Microwave holography has been implemented in coher-

ent, or, side-looking radar, and radio communications. It has also been used as a tech-

nique to improve the performance of large reflector and beam waveguides by optimizing

crucial parameters [8,9]. Holography may also aid in compact range measurements where

a planar hologram serves as a plane wave generating device [10].

Of particular interest is the application of holography to antenna synthesis. As a hologram

is designed by approximating the interference pattern between two waves of interest, in

holographic antenna design these are the waves emanating from the feed and the desired

radiation pattern. This hologram, in addition to the source providing the illuminating

wave, constitute the antenna. As such, many different potential holographic antennas

exist, where radiation patterns and feed selection may be chosen depending on the desired

application.

Most of the study in this area was confined to the 1970's where various methods of con-

structing holographic antennas were considered with successful results [3,4,5]. K. Levis

has followed up on this research in her 1999 master's thesis titled "Ka-Band Holographic

Antennas" [6].
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The following section provides an overview of existing holographic antennas with empha-

sis on the single layer hologram design as it is the focus of this work'

2.3 Samples

As a holographic antenna models the interference pattern between two waves of interest'

the central problem lies in physically reproducing this pattem. checcacci has introduced

three potential methods of holographic antenna construction [3,4]' The two waves of

interest were a spherical wave (feed pattern) and a wave radiating from a parabolic

antenna (desired far field pattern), and the resulting interference pattem resembles a sinu-

soidal wave with varying periods and intensities'

Firstly, a phase hologram was proposed which consists of a paraffin plate molded to emu-

late the interference pattern [3]. This type of holographic antenna is called a phase holo-

gfam and is also known as a lens anterura. Next, a zoîe plate was constructed by

approximating the wave generated by the interference pattern with either metallic strips or

dielectric strips with an areaproportional to the area of the fringe width of the curve' This

type of hologram reserves the periodicity and fringe widths of the interference pattem'

Lastly, a hologram was constructed which profiles only the periodicity of the pattern by

placing dielectric or metallic rods at the pattern's nulls. Although these methods provide

only a crude approximation of the interference pattern, when illuminated by a spherical

wave, all successfully regenerated the parabolic antenna wave as desired'
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Iizuka et al. has followed up on this investigation by introducing a type of zone plate holo-

gram which models the interference pattern between aplanar and sphericalwave at 12

GHz l5l. The hologram resembles a series of concentric metallic rings etched on a dielec-

tric substrate which approximates the minima of the interference pattem between the two

aforementioned waves. When illuminated by a spherical wave, this hologram generates a

planar wave which radiates in broadside direction from both sides of the antenna. Iizuka

et al. then proposed a volume type hologram which suppresses the beam radiating from

the backside of the hologram and redirects it upwards where it adds in phase with the

existing beam. This volume antenna consists of two holographic antennas which are

stacked and spaced a quarter of a wavelength apart, resulting in a unidirectional beam

radiating in a broadside direction from the antenna and an increase in gain of 7 dBi.

K. Levis has pursued this area of research by constructing a holographic antenna based on

Iizuka's design at a frequency of 30 GHz 16l. This holographic antenna models the

destructive interference pattern, at a frequency of 30 GHz, between a spherical and a pla-

nar wave. A matlab program was generated to view this pattern, which resembles a series

of concentric rings [11]. The nulls in this pattern were approximated by periodic copper

strips etched onto a dielectric substrate which will maintain the sought amplitude of zero

as the tangential electric field component existing on a metallic surface is zero. A dia-

mond shaped antenna was chosen to favor horizontal polarization, and the width of the

conducting strips was kept as minimal as realizable. An image of the design is shown

below inFigure2.2.
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A volume type hologram was then generated based on this design where two holographic

antennas were stacked and offset at a quarter wavelength spacing. The design success-

fully redirected the bottom lobe at 0 : -90o towards the front lobe at 0 : 90o , generat-

ing an increase in gain of 6 dBi. Following this a dipole hologram was designed which

approximates the circular conducting strips by an array of horizontally polarized dipoles.

As such, only the horizontal components of the feed wave are scattered, enabling reduc-

tion of the cross-polarization levels while maintaining the gain of the single layer continu-

ous strip holographic antenna. The cross polarization level reduction of 30 dBi at

broadside has been achieved by this design.

2.4 Holographic Antenna Efficiency

The single layer holographic antenna designed by K. Levis does not quite meet high gain

antenna requirements. This may be due to the poor efficiency of this structure of only

6.25%. This efficiency has been improved through variations of the original design such

as the volume - type hologram and dipole holograms.

To fuither improve the efficiency of this antenna, thereby increasing the overall gain of

the structure, parameters such as hologram shape and size should also be considered, per-

haps combined into an ar-ray formation to ensure complete radiation of the feed power.

In addition, feed selection is crucial as the feed should illuminate the hologram uniformly

while focusing the energy into the hologram. This feed should be aligned properly with
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the hologram so as to illuminate it with a spherical wave while introducing minimal phase

error into the system.

A thorough holographic antenna efficiency discussion and formulation will be given in

Chapter 4.

2.5 Holographic Antenna Far Field Calculation

The treatment of a holographic antenna as an affay of conducting arcs has been applied by

K. Levis for the far field calculation [6]. However, this approach is solely applicable to

holograms constructed from conducting strips. For general cases, the aperture field inte-

gration method is preferable.

The far field expression for the holographic antenna can be calculated using Lorentz Reci-

procity Theorem, shown below in equation (2.4). This theorem states that two sources,

i r., M , and, J2, M2 , radiate at the same frequency to produce fields, E ,, È , and 82, H2

ll2l. The holographic antenna represents one of these sources, J1, and 72 represents a

delta test source which is located in the far field of the hologtaphic antenna. The geometry

for the calculation is shown inFigure 2.4.

-V . (¿r , Hz-E2x tt¡ : Et .J2+ Hr. Mt -Ey it - Ht ' M,

- 15-
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(r",0,,ó.)

Delta Test
Source in -vFar Field./

lp,ç,",

Figure 2.4: Holographic Antenna Far Field Calculation Coordinate System

The observation point is situated in the far field of the hologram, at the location of the

delta test source.

The divergence theorem, shown in equation (2.5), is now applied to equation (2.4),

t{v 
.À)au : Pas (2.s)

Therefore,
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-{(Et * Hr-E2x H) .ñds : 
I(8, 

.J2+ ttr. Mt -Er.i, - Ht . u2¡Av (2.6)

Since the holographic antenna is of finite extent, the surface integral vanishes over a

spherical surface or radius r -+ @. In addition, there are no magnetic current sources for

this problem, therefore, Mt and M2 are set to zero. Making these substitutions, equation

(2.6)may be written as:

o : fiEr 
.Jr-Ey J¡Av

pt .Jzd,, : 
lut'J1dv

(2.7)

of,

(2.8)

where 7t is the equivalent current on the holographic antenna.

As a delta source is used as the test source, it is modeled by equation (2.9) in spherical

coordinates. The denominator serves to maintain the test source's amplitude of unity

when it is integrated. The vector â, represents the orientation of the test source.

jz?,) - ô(r'- ro)ô(0' - 0o)ô(0' - 0,) "

r,z sino, 
-at Q'9)
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This may be substituted into equation (2.8) as follows,

In equation (2.10), the volume integral is reduced to a surface integral for a planar holo-

graphic antenna.

This expression is evaluated at the point of interest, (ro,0o, 0r),

1"-. 
ô(r'-r,)ô(0 -0,)ô(ö'-0,) à,r,2sin|,dr,do,dþ : q.à,: 

lEr.Jldsi, r''sinO' r

(2.rr)

Ez(*, r, z) : #+ 
¡klxsin'.cosgo +vsin'osingo + zcos'ol 

[à, - (îr, . i 
")i "] 

(2.r2)

The expression for the far field of a delta test source, oriented in the â, direction, as

derived in [13] is,

This may introduced into equation(2.11) to yield the general expression for the far field of

a holographic antenna. The orientation of à, may then be chosen to view the desired

p olaization c o mp o nent.
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The holographic antenna, constructed from conducting strips', current density, J1, canbe

written as a summation of the currents existing of the individual arcs as,

4 . ã, : 
I#+,jÈ[;rsin0ocos$oo 

+vsinoosin$, +zcos0,] 
Gr,- (à,.i,)i,l .Jfis (2.r3)

Júr,þ) : Ë ry#(cos(g -n/z¡¡n/zàr (2.14)
i: I

Et .à, : i^j" I 
,X/!1" ¿u"in'ocosQo+vsin'osin$o+zcos''lô(R -R¡)

i:l'.n/  o R

...(cos(Q -n/2))"/21îr,-(à,.i)î'"1' irnaqan (z.Ts)

where Nis the total number of conducting strips and (cos($ -n/2))"/2 is the field pat-

tern existing on the holographic antenna and will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

This may now be substituted into equation (2.13) for the far field,

Choosing à, : ãö" would enable determining the hologram's far field H - plane copolar-

ization pattern. Consequently,
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2.6 Conclusion

Traditional optical holographic theory has been applied to the microwave frequency

region for use in multiple applications. Among these applications, the principles have

been successfully applied to the problem of antenna synthesis. Various designs have dem-

onstrated the potential of the holographic antenna to generate any desired radiation pattern

by constructing a crude model of the interference pattem between the radiation and feed

patterns. Thus, antenna design may be conceptualizedby simply viewing this interference

pattern.

In the Ka - band frequency range, the holographic antenna has been validated as a viable

high gain antenna. It is, however, hindered by previous non-planar feed choices. These

waveguides and hom feeds require manual alignment with the holographic antenna. This

is cumbersome to the user and can introduce significant efficiency degradation due to mis-

alignment into the system.

An attractive feature of the holographic antenna is its planar profile, however current feed

methods detract from this attribute. Horn antennas and waveguides are bulky and do not

allow for applications where flush mounting is desired.

The linear tapered slot anterma is proposed as a feed alternative. This antenna can gener-

ate the required spherical illumination wave while maintaining the low profile characteris-
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tics of the hologram. It may also be etched onto the same substrate as the holographic

antenna resulting in a single unit antenna and eliminating alignment issues.

The single layer diamond shaped holographic antenna is chosen as the focus of this work,

once the new feed method has been designed, it can be applied to other holographic anten-

nas designs such as the volume type hologram, and dipole hologram.

11



Chapter 3: The Tapered Slotline Antenna

3.1 Introduction

The holographic antenna is formed by modeling the interference pattern of two waves. In

this application, the two waves chosen were a spherical wave and a planar wave which

interfere to produce a fringe pattem of concentric rings. This pattern is modeled by a set

of periodic metallic strips etched in copper on a dielectric substrate. When this interfer-

ence pattern is illuminated by a spherical wave, aplanar wave is generated in a broadside

direction. Therefore, a holographic antenna feed is required to launch this spherical wave

into the antenna.

Prior feed methods have included open waveguides and hom antennas which successfully

generate the required spherical illumination wave. However, they are both bulky which

detracts from the planar nature of the holographic antenna. In addition, these feeds require

manual alignment with the holographic antenna which is cumbersome to the designer.

This alignment is prone to error and can introduce loss into the system.

The linear tapered slot antenna (LTSA) has been proposed as an alternative to existing

feed devices. The LTSA can generate the required spherical wave while maintaining the
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low profile characteristics

onto the same substrate as

any alignment issues.

of the holographic anterura. This

the hologram, providing a single

antenna may also be etched

unit antenna and eliminating

This chapter provides an overview

potential as a holographic antenna

of tapered slot antennas, design considerations, and its

feed.

3.2 General Theory of a Tapered Slotline Antenna

The tapered slotline antenna, TSA, consists of a slotline which is flared to promote radia-

tion at one end. This tapered slot is cut into a thin film of metal, and backed, either with or

without, a dielectric substrate. The taper functions to transform the guided wave from the

slotline to a radiating plane wave. Many different variations of the taper profile exist, and

they are shown in Figure 3.1. These different tapers may be classified as non-linear taper,

linear taper, or constant width taper. Figure 3.1 a) displays a popular form of the TSA

which is called the classical vivaldi antenna. It is discerned by its exponential taper

design, which was developed by Gibson in1979ll4l.

The tapered slot antenna may be employed when a flush-mounted, or low silhouette

design is required. The low profile TSA design lends itself well to full integration with

MICs and other circuitry, or use in array applications [15,16].
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requirement [19]. At high frequencies, resonant microstrip anteruras also suffer from poor

efficiency due to conduction losses. Tapered slot antennas are desirable at higher frequen-

cies as they retain lower losses, however, are hindered by their larger size [19].

Tapered slot antennas radiate in the end-fire direction with s¡rmmetrical beams in the E

and H planes over the significant portion of the main lobe [15]. Figure 3.2 displays typical

E and H plane patterns of the TSA. The radiated electric field is linearly polarized and

parallel to the plane of the TSA. The magnetic field is perpendicular to this electric field.

The tapered slot antennas possess a broadband characteristic, exhibiting multi-octave

bandwidth capabilities, with constant gain over the bandwidth: it has been demonstrated

in [1a] that a TSA can maintain the I0 dBi gain over a frequency bandwidth from 2 GHz

through 40 GHz. This broadband perforrnance has been attributed to the factthat different

portions of the taper radiate at different frequencies [20]. The lower frequency limit is

imposed by the narrow end of the slotline while the higher end of the frequency band is

determined by the width of the tapered slot [21]. In practice, however, the feed process

will limit the achievable operational bandwidth 1221. Difficulty arises when hying to

match the high impedance slotline to the feed network. Impedance mismatch can occur

leading to standing waves in the feed [21]. These feed methods include transmission

lines, microstrip lines, waveguides, and the probe feed, which all serve to excite a wave in

the narrow end of the slotline of the TSA.
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The tapered slot antenna is classified as a traveling wave antenna 1231, specif,rcally, this

antenna belongs to the surface wave variety [15]. Surface wave antennas typically radiate

in an end-fire direction. These surface waves propagate along the guiding structure and

attenuate exponentially away from the interface, radiating when they reach the edge of the

structure, or at the discontinuities. Figure 3.3 displays the wave's exponential decay while

propagating along the medium in the positive z direction.

Figure 3.3: Surface Wave

Mathematically, a TE field may be expressed as shown in equation (3.1), for a planar

guide infinite in the y dimension, assuming a lossless guiding structure.

Er(x, z) : Eyou-o!-iþ"" - ur""-o'' (3.1)
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The attenuation constaît, u.*, signif,res the exponential decay along the x axis. The phase

constant, Þr, indicates propagation along the z axis. These two components are combined

to express the propagation constant, y.

T : Trà**Yrã, : a"àr+iþ"ã" (3.2)

The field in equation (3.1) is a solution of the source free wave equation for the electric

field, presented in equation (3.3),

vzEr+,1t, : o (3.3)

where Æo is the free-space wavenumber,

ko:@"/pe:a/c (3.4)

A two-dimensional wave equa tion, E, : uro" i { -ik'2, 
requires that,

,1*,1 : oZ

where, for a surface \Mave propagating along the z axis,

(3.s)
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jkr:Tr:&,

ik" : iþ"

(3.6a)

The propagation constant from equation (3.2) may be used to determine the phase veloc-

ity, vo, of the surface wave, where,

v, : a/þ" (3.7)

and,

and,

Therefore,

and,

(3.6b)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

nt- : 2
-0"x É:82

Þ" : ^[-Ê¡ fi, n"

vo: a/þ": koc/þ,

4s 9, > ko,the phase velocity, vo, of the TSA is therefore slower than the speed of light.

The structure propagating this slow wave is known as a slow-wave structure. Figure 3.4

displays a graph of kod versus þd l2ll.
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Figure 3.4: kod vs Bd Diagram Depicting Slow Wave Travel [211

The TSA antenna lies in furthermost right quadrant of this diagram, depicting forward

traveling slow waves which radiate at the termination of the guiding structure in the end-

fire direction.

Most of the research performed in this area has been based on empirical studies. Equa-

tions have been developed to provide guidelines for the dimensions of the TSA [24]. For

a linear tapered slotline antenna the recommended lengths and widths are shown in equa-

tion (3.11) through (3.13). A diagram defining these dimensions is illustrated in Figure

3.5.

W : Ltan(y)

B ackf,ire
region

End- fire
region

ffi

-3r-
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or: t't (3.r2)

D > 2.75),"o (3.13)

The gain of a TSA improves with the lengthening of the antenna, L, for a given aperture

angle, y [14]. If the length of the antenna is less than ]"o, the antenna will radiate through

resonance rather than as a traveling wave antenna l2l). The total width of the antenna,

2D, should be large enough to mitigate scattering from the edges which causes rippling in

the radiation patterns [21].

Figure 3.5: Linear Tapered Slotline Antenna Dimensions

Equations have also been derived to determine choice of substrate thickness, t, anddielec-

tric constant, e,. [151. These parameters control the rate at which electromagnetic radia-
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tion occurs. An equation relating the thickness and permittivity of the substrate is

provided in equation (3.14) ll7l.

t"ff: 4Fr- 1) (3.14)

This effective thickness, t"¡, should lie in the range shown in equation (3.15) 1171.

0.005¡,o . t"Í 0.03Ào (3.1 5)

where À, is the free space wavelength.

For an effective thickness above the upper range, undesired substrate modes can develop,

which significantly degrade the radiating beam. For values below the lower range, there is

a decrease in antenna directivity, coupled with high cross-polarization pattems and less

symmetrical beam patterns [23]. Use of an air dielectric results in larger beamwidth pat-

tems [17].

At high frequencies, thin substrates are required to remain within the suggested thickness

range recommended in equation (3.15). This results in an impractical fragile anterrna.

Porous substrates may be used which effectively reduce the effective thickness of the sub-

strate and have demonstrated good radiation performance125,26l.

--t _1-





The dielectric constant, er, of the substrate will determine how closely bound these fields

are to the slotline. A high permittivity value will yield tightly bound f,relds encouraging

transmission along the slotline as opposed to radiation. Since the fields exist simulta-

neously in the substrate and surrounding free space, an equation has been derived to calcu-

late the effective dielectric constant, er*. An approximate value is given in equation

(3.16).

€r* 1

(3.r6)¿r"ff

A high permittivity substrate will beget small wavelengths when compared to those of

free-space. An approximate slotline wavelength can be calculated by equation (3.17),

I":Ào (3.r7)

where 1,o is the free space wavelength.

These slotlines possess no cutoff frequencies and may therefore be employed at any fre-

quency. The slotline impedance, Zo, varies with frequency and is dependent on the slot-

line width and choice of substrate. Graphs relating the slotline's wavelength, I",

2
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impedance, Zo, and geometry are readily available for popular permittivity values for

design purposes [27].

3.3.2 Microstrip Line

A microstrip line strategically placed on the backside of the slotline structure can be used

to couple energy into the slotline. Other possible feed mechanisms for the slotline are

coaxial cables, waveguides, or striplines. The microstrip line is chosen due to its low pro-

file design, which fulfills the requirements of the primary structure, and integrability with

other circuitry. Disadvantages to this setup include radiation from the microship line,

higher conduction loss, and the narrow band characteristic of a microstrip to slotline cou-

pling circuit.

A microstrip line consists of a conducting strip situated above a grounded dielectric sub-

strate, as displayed in Figure 3.7a). The conducting layers form a transmission line where

the wave may propagate. The accompanying field distribution is shown in Figure 3.7 b).

This open structure contains a dielectric - air interface which creates fringing fields that

prevent the structure from supporting a purely TEM propagation mode, although it is

nearly TEM in nature 1271. The electromagnetic fields exist in both the substrate and sur-

rounding air which is accounted for by calculating an effective dielectric constarú, er*.
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Figure 3.7: Microstrip Line [27]
a) Geometry b) Fields

This is shown below in equation (3.18) 1271,

b) FieHs

(3. I 8)

where å is the substrate height, and w is the line width.

This value may be used to calculate the wavelength in the guiding structure, À,,,,, with

respect to the free space wavelength, as shown in equation (3.19).

- Er*1 , rr_I(, _101,1-0.s55c --: + 'or"ff 2 ' 2 \'' w)

^ ?vo¡-_t\ttt -
JE'"ff
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The characteristic impedance of the slotline, Zorr, is dependent on the substrate's permit-

tivity, Er, and height, h, and the microstrip line's width, w. For a microstrip line with a

ratio of w/h 1 2,the equation shown in (3.20) can be used to calculate the microstrip line's

characteristic impedan ce 1271.

znf '* r\t"\2/
['r*l 

. *g)' - ;#{^î.i'i I377 (3.20)

3.3.3 Microstrip/Slotline Transition

This microstrip line is now placed on the backside of the dielectric substrate to function as

a feed which couples energy into the slotline, as illustrated in Figure 3.8 a). To generate

coupling the microstrip line crosses the slotline on the underside at a right angle. The por-

tion of the slotline structure which overlays the microstrip line will serve as its ground

plane. The microstrip line is extended a distance of ?',n/ 4 past the transition region and

terminated in an open circuit; the slotline is also extended Xr/ 4 and terminated in a short

circuit. This creates the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.8 b) which promotes cou-

pling between the two lines.

In this circuit, the microskip line will see the total impedance as a series connection of the

load impedance due to the slotline and the Xm/4 open circuit stub. Consequently, the

total impedance is simply the load impedance due to the slotline. At the transition, the

zo*
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slotline impedance is a parallel cormection of the )ur/4 short circuit stub and the imped-

ance of the slotline termination in a TSA. Consequently, the impedance of the slotline ter-

mination in a tapered slot antenna is the load seen by the microstrip line after a proper

transformation.

r4
I
I

I

I
I

-t
I
I
I

I_T
I
I

4-
.4-

tHÞtÃri
_l

4i
I
I
I

I
¡

' .L;lr:,I¡l:rlrl

7
1214.r&t4.d

a) Geomeùy b) Equi'abnt Circuit

Figure 3.8: Microstrip/Slotline Transition
a) Geometry t29l b) Equivalent Circuit

Hence, the impedance of the microstrip line must be matched to the transformed imped-

ance of the slotline to promote maximum coupling. This is a difficult task given the high

impedance characteristics of the slotline. Y. H. Choung and V/. C. Wong have established

a set of equations to facilitate the design of the slotline and microstrip feed [29]. They are

shown below in equation (3.21) through (3.25). In these equations, Zo*, or, represent the

microstrip line's and slotline's characteristic impedances, respectivelt, )ro,, represent the
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free space wavelength, and the slotline's wavelength, and h denotes the substrate's thick-

ness. The variable z functions as a turns ratio between the two elements.

Zorn : n'Zo,

" 
: 

"r"(Ta) - cot(q' o) " (T)

e'.:T.(.*(ï))-'

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.23)

(3.2s)
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Figure 3.9: Slotline vs Microstrip Line Impedance



Figure 3.9 displays the linear relationship that is found between the characteristic imped-

ance of the slotline and the microstrip line for various substrate heights, given )vo: lcm,

)", : 0.7cm,ande, : 3.38.

3.4 Far Field Radiation Pattern of the Linear Tapered Slotline Antenna

The derivation of the far f,reld LTSA pattem is accomplished by a first order approxima-

tion, using the fourier transform of the aperture field, F(x), as shown in equation (3.26)

1121.

n: [r<.>{ (3.26)

The LTSA is positioned along the z axes as shown in Figure 3.10. The length of the aper-

ture is W, centered around the origin. A is taken as the reference point for the calculation

and is the distance from the origin to the far field, R -+ co. .R' represents the distance

from the antenna aperture to the far field.

For this antenna, the expression for the electric far field is shown in equation (3.27),where

C is a constant and F(x) represents the aperture plane field.
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. P; Observation Point

Figure 3.10: LTSA Far Field Calculation Geometry

E:C -jkR'
dx (3.27)

14/

I or.¡ft
-Ll/

In the far field, the magnitudes of R' and -R are approximately equal, and their accompa-

nying unit vectors, .á' and .ñ, ur" pointing in the same direction. However, the existing

phase difference cannot be neglected. It can be accounted for as follows,

xx].R'R' : R,R
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By applying the dot product,

x.A : sinO and R.R : 1

Therefore,

R' : -R-xsin0

This expression for,R', is substituted into equation(3.27),

(3.2e)

(3.30)

14/

E : C |rrr>
-l'l/

e-ik(R --rsin0)

(A -xsin0)
dx (3.32)

(3.31)

As.R-+oo, the expression xsin0 becomes insignificant in the denominator and can be

omitted from the equation. In order to further simplify the expression, it is noted that the

exponential term 3,-im is a constant which can be absorbed by the existing constant, C..R

W

E: c [r6¡ik"t"oa*
-W
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of,

The integral is now divided into two portions, where x' : -x, representing the portion of

the antenna lying along the negative r axes.

(3.34)

(3.3s)

And by switching the limits of the first term, and enforcing the symmetry where

F(-x) : F(x), the equation takes the form,

(3.36)

The two integrals can be combined using Euler's identity, and the factor of 2 can

absorbed by the constant, Ç

, : ,l'¡ rç'¡do''sino o, **¡oqr¡drxsino or]
L-wnl

u : rf- i F(x,¡"-i kxs'n' d, **¡r6¡d o'"^' ¿*]
Lw o l

t : ,l 
¡:(x)s-ikxsine 

o, *þu)¿*'^'*]
Lo o

14/

E : C Jrlx)cos(kxsin})dx
0
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Now that an expression for the far field has been derived, the aperture plane fîeld, .F(x),

must be found. Figure 3.11 depicts the geometry used for this derivation, where the

dashed line represents the spherical wave front generated by the tapered slot antenna.

Figure 3.11: LTSA Aperture Plane Field Geometry

This expression is composed of both phase and amplitude components as shown in equa-

tion (3.38), where V(x) represents the phase distribution andf(x) represents the ampli-

tude.

F(*) : f(x¡s-tkv(*) (3.38)

The phase component, Y(x) , must account for the phase lag at the edges, +W , of the

structure due to the nature of the spherical wave front. The distance between the wave-

front and the x axis is denoted as p - z . Consequently, Y(-r) can be expressed as,
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Y(x) : p(x)-L

The distance p can be denoted in terms of a by equation (3.40).

p(x): L/ cos(a(x))

(3.3e)

(3.40)

(3.4t)

(3.42)

Substituting this into equation (3.37), the phase component of the aperture plane field

becomes,

The accompanying amplitude expression has been derived by Janaswamy et al, as shown

in equation (3.41), where y represents the taper angle 1241.

f(x) : cos(a(x))
lc¿l <y

Y(x) : 
"".¿Gt 

-L - r("*ä-- I

w
Combining both the amplitude and phase, the final expression for the aperture f,reld is,
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This can now be introduced into the far field equation, (3.37), as shown below.

W -,r,( | 
'l

E: C ¡ cos(c¿(x)) nr""\cosa('r) 
)"o"(krsin0)d-x

;[¡y-"4"p¡

lc'l <y (3.43)

(3.45)

(3.46)

lcrl <y

(3.44)

The distance x, caîbe expressed as:

And, by taking the derivative of x,

x : Ltan(a(x))

dx:L(secu(x))2da(x): t 
,da(x)

(cos(a(,r)))-

Substituting these values forx into equation (3.44) yields the final expression for the linear

tapered slot antenna's electric far field,
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3.5 Design Samples

Two linear tapered slotline antennas were designed, as shown in Figure 3.13, with a

microstrip feed. The dimensions were calculated from LTSA design equations provided

by Janaswamy. They are shown previously in equation (3.10) through (3.I2).

Figure 3.13: Linear Tapered Slotline Antenna

The substrate and operating frequency were chosen to accommodate the holographic

anterura. This entailed an operating frequency of 30 GHz,with an accompanying wave-

length of Io : I cm, and a Duroid 4003 substrate. Arbitrary aperture angles of 6o and

15o were chosen for the initial models. A table displaying both structures final dimen-

sions is shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Dimensions of LTSAs at 30 GHz, 2y : 6o and 2y: 15o

Substrate: Duroid 4003 e, : 3'38 t : 2jmils o' : 0.001

Aperture Angle: 2y : 6o 2W : 0.52cm 2D : 6.096cm L: 5cm

Aperture Angle: 2y : l5o 2L/ : l.466cm 2D : 6.096cm L: 5cm

The microstrip line - slotline transition was designed at a frequency of 30 GHz, on a

Duroid 4003 substrate. For this frequency, a K-connector, with a characteristic impedance

of 50Q, is used to deliver power to the microstrip line. Therefore, for matching purposes,

a microstrip line was designed with a characteristic impedance of 50f) . The correspond-

ing dimensions were calculated using the software Linecalc [30]. Following this, a short

program was written in Mathematica to calculate the appropriate slotline impedance and

width using the equations provided in (3.21) through (3.25) [31]. The slotline was termi-

nated in an open rather than a short circuit, therefore, the stub length was adjustedto ),"s/2

to maintain the open circuit at the transition. These values were then adjusted slightly dur-

ing the simulation process to achieve better matching characteristics. The dimensions of

the microstrip - slotline transition are shown inTable 3.2.

Table 3.2: Dimensions of the Microstrip - Slotline Transition at 30GHz

Substrate h: 20 mils x, : 3'38 Er"ff 2.672 metal
thickness : .038 cm

Microstrip
Line

Zorr, : 50Ç) w:0.124 cm Lr, : '61 cm ?,",rr/4 : .15 cm

Slotline Zo, : IISA w:.Il0cm )", : .7 cm )vr/2 : .35 cm
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These antennas were simulated using Ansoft HFSS and prototypes were built to confirm

the accuracy of the simulated results [32]. The far field radiation patterns and return loss

gtaphs, including both simulated and measured results, are shown in Figure 3.14 through

3.17, accompanied by Table 3.3 displaying the results.

The measured results are in good agreement with the simulated results displaying high

sidelobes and significant pattern rippling. As expected, the 3 dB beamwidth narrows from

30o to 24o asthe taper angle increases from 6o to 15o. The return loss indicates better

matching than that predicted by the simulated results.

Table 3.3: Measurement Results of LTSA Antennas

TSA Angle Gain
3dB

Beamwidth
Return Loss

Bandwidth
(GHz)

2y:6o 6 dBi
300

-11.5 dB

@29 GHz
28.5-29.5

2y : l5o 8 dBi
240

-T2 dB

@30 GHz
29.3-30.6

It should be noted that the Duroid 4003 substrate utilized does not fall within the substrate

recommendation mentioned earlier in equation (3.13). Given a permittivity of er: 3.38,

t"ff: 20mits(J138 - 1) : 0.04t o

-5 1-
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line. Published literature provides guidelines to design both the TSA and feedlines. A

first order approximation of the radiated far field pattern demonstrates controllable beam-

widths achieved by varying the taper angle of the structure.

Two linear tapered slotline antennas were designed using Ansoft HFSS and tested to

determine the accuracy of the software and the potential of the LTSA as a holographic

antenna feed. The software proved dependable as the simulated and measured results

were analogous. The radiation pattern displayed high sidelobes and rippling. This is

attributed to spurious radiation from the feedline and scattering from the antenna edges.

In addition, the substrate chosen to accommodate the holographic antenna is outside the

practicable thickness raîge,leading to undesirable substrate modes which can degrade the

gain of the LTSA and cause pattern rippling. The feedline and slotline are also a source of

gain loss at the operating frequency.

The planar profile of the linear tapered slotline antenna complemented by its controllable

beamwidths promotes this antenna as a viable holographic antenna feed. The hologram

may be etched onto the same substrate as the LTSA providing for a single unit antenna

while eliminating alignment errors. As such, the hologram could be situated at the phase

center of the LTSA allowing its spherical wave to illuminate the hologram.

In order to generate optimal holographic antenna performance, the feed pattern must be

properly selected. An efficient feed would illuminate the hologram uniformly, and gener-

ate minimal spillover losses. To ascertain the most efficient feed option, a formulation of
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the holographic antenna's efficiency has been derived to serve as a design aid when deter-

mining feed patterns.
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Chapter 4: [Iolographic Antenna EffÏciency

4.1 Introduction

The eff,rciency of an antenna is determined to assess the losses impacting the overall per-

formance of an antenna. By quantifying the various losses incurred in the system, insight

is given into the potential of the design and the influence of particular antenna parameters

on its capabilities. This efficiency formulation facilitates the design process by providing

a direct correlation between antenna parameters and antenna performance. As such, a sys-

tematic approach may be taken to optimize the performance of the antenna.

A holographic antenna consists of a feed which illuminates a secondary aperture, similar

to reflector and lens anteruras. For a holographic antenna, the secondary aperture is a

hologram which performs a beam forming function. When the feed and the hologram are

non-coplanar, the approach for feed efficiency determination, as given by Silver, may be

applied 133]. However, for the coplanar case, investigated in this thesis, the direct appli-

cation is not possible, as the equivalent aperture dimension which intercepts the feed

power is not evident.

In this chapter, the technique to overcome this difficulty is presented. The holographic

antenna's efficiency is then formulated to determine the holographic antenna dimensions
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and feed selection that generate optimal antenna performance. The total efficiency com-

prises the three main sources of loss, namely, the spillover, amplitude taper of aperture

distribution, and termination efficiencies.

4.2 Ãntenna Efficiency

The efficiency of an antenna can be calculated from the general equation for the gain of

the antenna, shown in equation (4.1) 1121. It displays the directional capabilities of the

antenna as well as its efficiency,

4nUrro*
- 

 nUuro, 
.

Dr rad

Dr radG: (4.1)

(4.2)

P,u P,u

where G is the EãiÍt, U uro, is the maximum radiation intensity, P ro¿ is the antenna radi-

ated power, and P¡n is the total input power to the antenna. By factoring out the directiv-

ity, D, from equation (4.1), we are left with the antenna efficiency, 11,

G: tlxD

In general, antenna efficiency is dependent on mismatch, conduction, and dielectric losses

ll2l. However, other sources of loss may also be present which are specific for each type
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of antenna under investigation. The main sources of loss

identified by examining the antenna conf,rguration shown

in a holographic antenna can

in Figure 4.1.

be

Figure 4.1: Holographic Antenna with Feed

Firstly, loss is incurred if the total feed radiated power is not completely conf,rned to the

hologram. Feed energy that is radiated outside of the subtended angle, 2{ù , of the holo-

graphic anterura carurot contribute to exciting the antenna and therefore represents loss in

the system. This results in loss as the energy transmitted through to the hologram is only a

portion of the total power emitted by the feed. This efficiency is termed the spillover effi-

ciency and is denoted as Trp¡tt.
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Secondly, in order to achieve the maximum directivity from a given aperture antenna, it is

necessary that the antenna is illuminated uniformly by the feed. Any tapering of the

amplitude along the holographic aperture will result in a reduction in antenna gain which

is reflected by a decrease of antenna efficiency. This loss, due to tapering of the feed

beam pattern, is termed the taper efficiency and is denoted 4s Ttop"r.

Lastly, any residual power at the terminal length of a holographic antenna represents loss,

since it indicates the power that has not been scattered by the hologram. This efficiency is

dependent mainly on the rate of radiation of the hologram. It is termed the termination

efficiency and is denoted ãs \t"rrr.

The total efficiency of the holographic antenna is a product of these efficiencies, as shown

below. Various efficiencies affecting the gain of a holographic antenna aan be readily

identified by rewriting equation (4.1) as,

o:ç0"%ry)(W)(#,"-__,,,,,,)ÇL)(f)Øs)

where,

Uuro*,trrifornt = maximum radiation intensityfrom a

uniform aperture distribution as determined under the

conditionofequal Proo
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P intercepted = feed power intercepted by the aperture

P¡"",t = total power radiated by the feed

Urro, = maximum radiation intensityfrom the actual

aperture distribution

P ro,t = power radiated by the holographic a.ntenna

P i,tput = total input power to thefeed

It is clear that the first term is the maximum directivity, D, from the given aperture

(n : +"!; A = aperture or"). All other terms are related to efficiencies, hence
tÀ'

equation (4.3) can be written in the following form,

G : D x \sp¡tt* \,op"rx \terntittat¡o,lx \¡eed

The total efficiency, rl , can be written as,

(4.4)

(4.s)l: Tsp¡lt' Trop"rx Tterminat¡orrx \¡eed

It should be noted that the feed efficiency, \¡eed, is included to represent any losses in the

feed. For an open waveguide or a horn feed r1t""o is very close to 100% [34]. For other
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types of feeds, such as the printed type, as considered heÍe, \feed can noticeably degrade

the achievable efficiency.

In the following section the problem is outlined and detailed derivations of these efficien-

cies are presented.

4.3 Efficiency DeriYation

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

For a holographic antenna, where the feed and the hologram are coplanar, it is necessary

to first identify the intercepting area of the hologram with respect to the feed. By postulat-

ing that the holographic antenna occupies a cone, as displayed in Figure 4.2, the total

power radiated by a holographic antenna is relative to the power of the feed over a spheri-

cal surface, A. This represents the feed power intercepted by the holographic antenna,

which will be rescattered by the hologram.

The verification can be done by applying the Poynting theorem to the conic volume Vo,

enclosed by the front spherical surface, A, the end spherical surface, B, and the conical

surface, C. It should be noted that the dimension of the conic section is chosen suffi-

ciently large enough to encompass the hologram.

It is known that in a source free region [35],
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Simplifying equation (4.6) gives,

Re { (E¡""dx H¡""a*). ñds + Re { (Enot, Hro,*)' fids + ...
/1 +B+C A+B+C

Re { (E7""drHhof+EnotrH¡""a*)'fids:0 (4.8)

A+B+C

and the last term of the left hand side will vanish, following the alternative form of the rec-

iprocity theorem (Appendix A).

For a holographic antenna radiating in a direction significantly askance of endfire, the

fields on the surfaces I and B aÍe mainly from the feed, thus implying that

Re t(En,t, Hnof ) . ñdt + ne t(En"t x H¡,o¡*) . ñds is negligible with respect to

ne !(E¡""ax H¡""a*) .î,dt + Ae [(E¡""a* H7""a*) .îtas . Since the feed power does not
AB

traverse the surface C

ne 
t(Ey""d, H¡,"a*) ' ît¿s : o

C

(4.e)

Hence, equation (4.8) can be reduced to,
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ne !(E7r"a, H¡""a*)'n,,ds : Re 
[(E7"rax 

H¡""a*).îtds + ne !(En"tx H¡,o¡*¡.ñds
ÁBC

(4.10)

where ñ,r: -ñ .

Equation (4.10) indicates that the feed power intercepted by I is equal to the power radi-

ated by the holographic antenna plus the residual power of the feed at the terminal length,

^Rr, of the hologram. This derivation establishes that the areal represents the intercept-

ing area of the hologram to the feed.

In the following analysis the subtended angle of the arca A will be utilized. The analysis

will be done by assuming an ideal feed with a circularly symmetric pattern as depicted by

Silver, as shown in equation (4.11) [33].

G¡""a(0) : 2(n + 1)(cos0)" lol <; 
(4.11)

G¡""a(o) : 0 l}lri

Many actual feeds may be approximately represented by equation (4.11) over a significant

portion of the main lobe.
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The conal configuration and the expression representing the feed pattern, equation (4.11),

are now used to derive expressions for the aforementioned efficiencies.

4.3.2 Spillover Effïciency

The spillover efficiency, Tsp¡¡¡, represents losses in feed power which 'spill over' the

sides of the holographic antenna, therefore, not contributing to exciting the anterma. As

derived in section 4.2,the spillover efficiency is a ratio of the feed power intercepted by a

conical surface A, P i,rt"r""ptedt to the total radiated feed power, P¡""d. Mathematically,

it is expressed as,

P irt"r""ot"r!
\so¡rr: f Ø-14)' I feed

Using the ideal feed as defined by equation (4.11), equation (4.I4) can be reduced to,

00rlsø¡lt - Ñpill - 2nn/2

2n(l

I !r<" + 1)(cosO)" sin}d}dg

I I r<" + 1)(coso)" sinïd}dþ
00

By evaluating both of the integrals, the final expression for the spillover eff,rciency is,

Tspitt:1-(cosÇ))"nI

(4.1s)
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4.3.3 Taper EffTciency

The taper efficiency, \top"r, is a measure of the uniformity of the amplitude distribution

over the aperture of the antenna. As demonstrated in section 4.2, the taper efficiency is

expressed as a ratio of the maximum radiation intensity, Uuror, emitted by the antenna

when it is illuminated by the feed, to the maximum possible radiation intensity,

U rror, trttifornt, for the same antenna with a uniform aperture distribution.

u,ro,

since U(0, $) :

\top* U uror, unifornr

)

#lg(9, $)l', and I, is the intrinsic impedance of free space,
/\o

U,not lE u,o*l'

(4.t7)

(4.18)Ttop"r: U rror, unifornt
lE rror, r,,r,prn,l2

The terms E** and Error,unifornt designate the maximum radiated electric fields of a

hologram illuminated by an ideal feed as defined in equation (4.11), and of the same holo-

gram with uniform aperture distribution, respectively. They can be determined from the

fourier transform of the aperture electric field distributions.
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By expressing the aperture electric fields, Eoo, and Eop,rrri¡orr,, in terms of their ampli-

tudes as,

Eop(e,r): af(O,r) (a.tea)

and,

L ap, uniform - Qunifornt

\top", in equation (4.18) is reduced to,

(4.1eb)

(4.20)

The ratio a to aun6or* is evaluated from the condition that the frelds E,,ro, and

E,rro*,t,tifornt are determined under the condition of equal power radiated from the aper-

ture, which is given by,

D_Dtrad- rnax,urtifornt (4.2t)

As the power radiated by an aperture is equal to the power flow across the aperture, it is

found that,
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lal2t-t

loun,forr,l

The equation for taper efficiency, (4.17), then becomes,

\top", Aoo 
IIfc,r¡12 aa

Ao,

The numerator represents the power as generated by the copolar components of the

antenna, and the denominator represents the total power from both copolar and crosspolar

components. The copolar and crosspolar field components are shown below in Figure 4.4,

Fuco, y

-

Errorr, rl

Figure 4.4: Copolar and Crosspolar Electric Field Components of Feed Pattern

: tlu[:@")""'odAl'

- 
Ao,

IVG,r¡l2a't
Ano

(4.22)

(4.23)
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where,

lE 
"o, 

rl : lElcos0 @.Taa)

and,

lE"rorr,,l 
: lrltine (4.24b)

For a sectoraly shaped hologram, in Figure 4.5,it can be shown that f(0, r) represents the

hologram apefure distribution which is proportional to the field pattem of the feed. The

expression f(0, r) can be written as,

f(0, ,) : k(coso) 
tt/2 

"-ar
(4.2s)

where È is the proportionality constant. This constant does not have to be explicitly deter-

mined since it does not contribute to the \top", calculation. The factor u-o' is included to

account for the attenuation due to radiation leakage along the hologram.

Substituting equation (4.25) into (4.23), the taper efficiency, can be further reduced.
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\top", : (4.26)

Ro

An integration by parts may be performed to further simplify this equation.

Aot: - B 12

Figure 4.5: Sectoral Shaped Holographic Antenna Area

4.3.4 Termination Efficiency

The termination efficieîcy, Tte,r¿, accounts for loss incurred by the power which is not

scattered by the hologram and is remnant at the length of the antenna, as given in section

4.2. It is expressed as a ratio of the power radiated by the holographic antenna, P,.o¿, to

the power intercepted by the cone containing the hologram, P intercepted, as shown in

equation (4.27).

RL

n*,

J f rdet'r: n(n,
{t.L
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Dr rad
tlternt - Dt intercepted

(4.27)

(4.28)

For a sectoral hologram, the determination of equation (4.27) is straight forward. How-

ever, the treatment of a diamond shaped hologram is more cumbersome and is presented

here.

The termination efficiency is calculated in two parts. The diamond shaped antenna is

divided into two sections, as demonstrated in Figure 4.6. The first section is the conical

area between the conducting strips at.Ro and 47. This conical portion represents the area

which is directly excited by the feed. The power delivered to this section is denoted as

Pint"r"nptrd, and the power leaving this region is termed Poutt. The second portion of the

antenna is defined between the conducting strips at R7 and R¿. The power into this area is

Por¡1 and the power exiting this divisionis Pour2.

An equation is now derived to calculate the ratio of power radiated by the holographic

antenna, Pro¿,to the power fed into the conal structure, Ptn. This equation is then arranged

to explicitly show the radiated powers in the two aforementioned sections of the antenna.

D-DDt rad - r intercepted-t out2
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The two terms on the right side of equation (4.29) represent the power radiated by the two

previously defined sections of the antenna; Pintercepted- Poutl : Pradt and

P outt - P out2 
: P rad2. Equation (4.29) can be rearranged as,

P,o,l:Pinrercepted0-mlPo,,rl('-,#):P,od1tP,odz(4.30)

which is reduced to,

Dt rad -(, 
Por¡l L Poutt (., P-one: 

- 
Pro,tt 

- 
Pracl2

- \r - p,nrrrrrr,r/ ' pr,*r"**\' - po,,,r) prur"rr"pted pinterceptedP intercepted

The first part of the calculation involves the first portion of the holographic antenna, and

the term - 
P outt is determined. By includi ng u_2o' to account for radiation losses

P intercepted

from the structure, it can be shown that,

(4.3t)

(4.32)
O

p 
intercepterr 

: 
"-'ooo2n J 

(coso)"dcos0

-c)

o
-2o-R,Portl: 

"-'u"tzrt f 
(coso)"dcose

-o
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which gives,

Therefore,

Dt oull
T,,r*ruo*

Dt radl
Dr inlercepted

-2a(Rr- R.)
e

. -2u(R, - R.)
l-e

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

For the second portion of the hologram, it is evident that the radiated power is a function

of r. By determining the radiated power over an incremental length, Ar , the total radiated

power can be expressed in integral form as,

"-2a(r 
- o,) 

¡1A¡1, aZo,
Prod2 -2cr(R,-R,),

-:e

P intercepted

Ir(e)l2sinede

Further detail is provided in Appendix B. Returning to equation (4.31), the termination

efficiency is written as, where the expression /(0) is replaced by equation (4.11), and,

o(')

J
0

RL

I
R,
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t)t rad

P-r"rr-*

RL

Jlr - cos(e ?))"* 11"-2aQ- n') 
d2o,

p.

(1 -cos(Q)"*t)
: (l - "-2u(Rt-o'')* "-2a(R'-R')

(4.31)

where 0(r) : -"1

4.4 Generation of Design Curves

The mathematical expressions that have been derived for the various efficiencies, \sp¡¡¡,

Ttop"r, àîd \t"r,n, have been plotted to display their influence on the overall antenna effi-

ciency. This provides a graphical relationship between holographic antenna size, feed pat-

tern, and antenna efficiency, which may be used as a tool during the holographic antenna

design process.

Matlab code was generated in order to plot the mathematical expressions for the efficien-

cies, given various feed patterns, versus the subtended angle of the holographic antenna

[11]. Figure4.7 displaystheseefficienciesforadiamondshaped l0cmby I0cmholo-

graphic antenna. In all cases, a predetermined holographic antenna rate radiation of

ad : 0.01 , where d is the element spacing, was used to account for attenuation of the

'*((Tsin(zer))
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The taper effltciency, Figure 4.7 b), approaches 100% when the hologram is very narrow.

This value does not reach 100% as tapering of the amplitude exits along the length of

antenna. Amplitude tapering becomes more signifrcant, diminishing to an efficiency

value of 45oÁ, as the subtended angle of the hologram extends to 180'. This efficiency is

also independent of hologram size.

The termination efficiency, Figure 4.7 c), increases, to a value of I00%t, as the subtended

angle of the hologram increases. However, overall, this eff,rciency is very low, indicating

that there is a significant amount of power remnant at the terminal length of the antenna

which has not been scattered by the conducting strips. This efficiency improves for larger

holograms, as shown in Figure 4.8. Efficiency values at 0 : 90o, display an increase in

this efficiency from 18.4% to 34%. This in not a significant increase, as this efficiency is

highly dependent on the rate of radiation of the structure. Figure 4.9 displays the termina-

tion efficiency versus rate of radiation, ud , for a holographic subtended angle of 90o .

This efficiency improves to a value of 60% as the hologram radiates more effectively.

The total eff,rciency, as a product of the spillover, taper, and termination efficiencies is

shown in Figure 4.10 for both 10 cmby I0 cm and 20 cmby 20 cm holograms. It should

be noted that this efficiency does not include the efficiency of the feed, \¡eed. The total

efficiency increases as the subtended angle of the holographic antenna is extended, reach-

ing a maximum at 0 : 176o of 49% for the I0 cmby I0 cm case.
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The termination efficiency limits

approximately 50% when n : 3.

for larger holographic apertures,

0 : 90o.

the overall efficiency for both cases to a maximum of

Due to the improvement of this termination efficiency

the total efficiency improves from 13.30Á to 25.30Á at

4.5 Efficiency Validation

The eff,rciency formulation was validated by comparing the measured efficiency values

achieved from previous measurements with the efficiency predicted by the formulation.

These measurements include the holographic antenna being fed by an open waveguide

and a printed dipole antenna. The measured efficiencies are calculated from the equation

for gain based on aperture size and is compared with the predicted efficiency which

includes the efficiency of the individual feeds.

4.5.1 Open Waveguide Feed

Initially, K. Levis illuminated the hologram with an open waveguide feed, this pattern was

shown previously in Figure 2.3, with a maximum gain of 16.15 dBi at 30 GHz 16l. The

radiation pattern of the open waveguide is displayed below in Figure 4.10. This pattern

may be approximated by the n : 3 gain curvo which is overlaid on the graph. It should be

noted that this radiation pattern is unusually ripply, which is uncharacteristic of the open
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The measured holographic antenna efficiency, \,n"or, is calculated based on aperture size,

A, and wavelength, I, as shown in the equation for antenna gain, G, in equation (4.39).

G : \,,"o,
4nA

)

Given the measured holographic antenna gain of 16.I 5 dBi and adding 3 dB to account for

the bidirectional radiation, totals a gainof 19.15 dBi. The measured efficiency resulting

from this gain is 6.50/0, given an aperture area of 100 cm2 and a I cm wavelength. This is

slightly less than the predicted value of 6.80Á, however, is in good agreement with the for-

mulation.

4.5.2 Printed Dipole Antenna Feed

This hologram was also illuminated by a printed dipole feed with the resulting radiation

pattem shown in Figure 4.13, demonstrating a maximum measured gain of I4 dBi 1361.

The radiation pattern of the printed dipole antenna is shown in Figure 4.14, and can be

approximated by the n : 2 curve.

The predicted efficiency for this feed pattern is 9.3% and is included in Figure 4.15. The

feed efficiency for the printed dipole is,

(4.3e)

Pf""d Gactual
tlfeed - n t-r input videal #:053
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Table 4.1: Efficiency Validation Results

4.6 Conclusion

The efficiency of the holographic antenna has been theoretically determined given varying

feed patterns and holographic antenna size. This eff,rciency comprises the three main

sources of loss in the structure, they have been def,rned as the spillover, amplitude taper of

aperture distribution, and termination efficiencies. To formulate the problem, it was pos-

tulated that the holographic antenna occupies a conal structure which facilitates determin-

ing the feed power which is intercepted by the hologram. Expressions were then derived

for each of the efficiencies and plotted to display their dependency on antenna parameters

and influence on overall antenna performance. Finally, the accuracy of the formulation

was validated by good agreement with the measured results.

The graphical depictions of the efficiencies provided insight into the operation of the holo-

graphic antenna. The holographic anterma becomes more efficient as the subtended angle

of the holographic antenna increases, and varies within a few percent given different feed

Feed Predicted
EfficÍency

Feed
Effïciency

Corrected
Efficiency

Measured
Gain

Measured
Effîciency

Error

Open
'Waveguide

r 0.8% 6s% 6.8% 19.1s dBi 6.5% 0.3%

Printed
Dipole

9.3% 53% 5% 17 dBi 4% r%
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patterns. Larger holograms are more efficient due to the improvement of the termination

efficiency. For this case, the overall efficiency of the holographic antenna reached a max-

imum of 50% which is limited by the termination efficiency. This is due to the slow rate

of radiation of the hologram. This formulation may now be employed as a design aid in

future antenna fabrication.
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Chapter 5: Ilolographic Antenna Feed Design

5.1 Introduction

The linear tapered slot antenna is a viable alternative to existing holographic antenna feed

devices. This antenna has demonstrated variable beamwidths and a bandwidth large

enough to accommodate the narrow bandwidth of the holographic antenna. In addition,

this antenna"may be etched onto the same substrate as the holographic antenna providing a

single unit low profile device.

The formulation derived in Chapter 4 to assess the holographic antenna's efficiency may

be used as a design aid to determine feed requirements and holographic anterura size.

Once the efficiency criteria has been established, the LTSA may be designed to generate

the desired feed pattern.

In this chapter, two prototypes were fabricated using the LTSA as a holographic anterura

feed. The initial design was used to verify the efficiency formulation and finally an LTSA

was designed to improve the performance of the hologram.
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5.2 Holographic Antenna Feed Design

5.2.1 Initial Feed Design

The initial LTSA design was sought to illuminate a I0by I0 cmholographic antenna with

a 90o subtended angle operating at 30 GHz. A visual estimate was used to determine the

feed requirements for this design. This necessitated a feed which would illuminate the

hologram uniformly with a spherical wave. In addition, a more compact design than the

previously designed LTSAs in Chapter 3 was sought to reduce the surface area of the f,rnal

structure, with elongated edges, D, to prevent scattering from these edges from interfering

with the pattern (Figure 3.5).

The design guidelines outlined in Chapter 3 were implemented to construct this LTSA,

and a microstrip line was once again used as the feed method. The LTSA dimensions are

shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Dimensions of 2y : 13.60 LTS A, at 30 GHz

Substrate: Duroid 4003 e, : 3.38 t : 2jmils o' : 0.001

Aperture Angle: 2y : 13.6o 2W : 0.36cm 2D : l4.Icm L : 2.9cm

Microstrip Line: w : 0.I24cm Lrr: 0.6Icm ),"n./4 : 0.l5cm

Slotline: w : O.lljcm )v, : 0.7 cm ),"s/4 : 0.l75cm
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The simulated E-plane and H-plane near field patterns, using Ansoft HFSS, are shown in

Figure 5.1 a) and b), respectively 1321. The E-Plane demonstrates a 3 dBbeamwidth of

135o which will illuminate the hologram uniformly and the H-plane has a narrower half-

power beamwidth of 2lo. The spike located at -35o in the H-plane pattern is due to scat-

tering from the microstrip feedline.

For proper excitation, the phase center of the LTSA was located and placed at the focal

point of the hologram. The phase center of the LTSA was found to be 0.I crn within its

tapered edges. Figure 5.2 displays the phase distribution at the eventual location of the

first conducting strip, I cm from the LTSA's focal point, which is uniform with respect to

the phase center. This indicates the successful launching of a spherical wave.

The measured holographic antenna results are included in Figure 5.4. The return loss, Fig-

ure 5.4 a), indicates a good match fuom 30 GHz to 31.6 GHz. The H - plane pattern dem-

onstrates the hologram radiating as desired, withbeam peaks at -85.5o and 81o. The

gain reached a maximum of 13.63 dBi at a frequency of 31.7 GHz, which varied by I dBi

from 30Io 32 GHz.
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5.4 Conclusion

The linear tapered slotline antenna has been implemented as a holographic antenna feed.

Initial measurements confirm that the LTSA properly illuminates the hologram with a

spherical wave while providing sufficient bandwidth.

The controllable beamwidths available with the LTSA allow the designer to generate var-

ied feed patterns which will influence the efficiency of the hologram.

The efficiency formulation, derived in Chapter 4, was validated by the initial design and

used as a guideline in the hopes of generating a more efficient holographic antenna.

Although the design met the predicted efficiency value, it was hindered by the very low

gain of the LTSA which significantly degraded the efficiency of the structure to 2o/o. The

gain of the LTSA can be improved by lengthening the tapered edges of the antenna thus

functioning as a more efficient feed for the hologram.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

6.1 Conclusions

The holographic antenna has been validated as a high gain antenna in the Ka - band fre-

quency range which may potentially replace existing technologies such as parabolic, lens,

and phased array antennas where a low profile antenna is desired. However, current feed

devices for this antenna, including open waveguides and homs, detract from the planar

nature of the hologram and require manual alignment with the antenna which may intro-

duce loss into the system given the strict accuracy requirements needed at high frequen-

cies. In addition, given the early stages of research in this field, very little analysis has

addressed the eff,rciency of this structure. This work has introduced the linear tapered slot-

line antenna as a potential holographic antenna feed and also discussed the efficiency of

this structure to determine its dependency on feed illumination patterns and holographic

antenna shape and size.

The single layer holographic antenna consisting of concentric conducting rings was used

as the basis for this thesis. The efficiency formulation, and feed recommendations may

also be applied to other holographic antennas such as the volume type hologram and
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dipole hologram.

The linear tapered slotline antenna is a printed traveling wave antenna with alarge band-

width and controllable beamwidths. These features make it attractive as a holographic

antenna feed as it will complement the planar nature of the primary structure while gener-

ating any desired illumination pattern. Two LTSA prototypes were constructed using the

same substrate as the hologram. Although this substrate was outside of the recommended

tange, yielding high sidelobes and pattern rippling, the varying beamwidths and gain dis-

played the LTSA's potential as a holographic antenna feed.

The holographic antenna efficiency was addressed by postulating that the hologram occu-

pies a conic section. By doing so, an intercepting area was provided for which to calculate

the power delivered and later rescattered by the hologram. The three main efficiencies

were defined as spillover, taper, and termination efficiencies. These account for losses

incurred when feed power is radiated outside of the intercepting holographic area, ampli-

tude tapering across the aperture of the hologram, and power that is residual at the length

of the antenna, respectively. Equations were derived to represent each of these efficien-

cies, dependent on feed pattern, and holographic antenna shape and size. Graphical depic-

tions of these efficiencies were then generated to view the impact of the varied parameters

on overall antenna efficiency. The total efficiency is most dependent on the shape of the

hologram and improves greatly as the holographic antenna subtended angle is increased.

Variations in the illuminating pattems alters the total efficiency within a few percent.
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The predicted efficiency values were then confirmed by comparing them with measured

eff,rciency values. Both the open waveguide and printed dipole antenna feeds measured

efficiency values complied with the predicted results.

An initial design using a linear tapered slotline antenna as an illuminating device also val-

idated the efficiency formulation when measured results were compared with those pre-

dicted. Following this, the formulation was used as a design guideline to improve the

efficiency of the overall structure. An LTSA was designed to generate the required feed

pattern and the subtended angle of the hologram was widened to achieve this improved

efficiency. The final results indicate a very low efficiency which was incurred by a very

lossy LTSA. This resulted in a very poor feed efficiency which degraded the overall

value, thus not attaining the more effîcient holographic antenna as desired.

6.2 Future Work

Since the hologram is still in the early stages on development, more research needs to be

done. However, in the immediate future, the following studies should be performed.
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The linear tapered slotline antenna is a viable alternative to holographic antenna feeds,

although the gain of this anterura must be high enough to efficiently illuminate the holo-

gram. As the substrate used was outside of the recommended range for the LTSA, per-

haps the hologram could be designed on a substrate which would accommodate the

LTSA's requirements. Another option would be machining holes in the substrate underly-

ing the LTSA to effectively reduce the permittivity, enabling the effective thickness of this

antenna to lie within the established guidelines.

As the overall efficiency was limited by the termination efficiency, due to the slow radia-

tion of the structuÍe, an investigation should be performed into controlling the scattering

characteristics of the hologram which would significantly improve the efficiency by

reducing residual power at the length of the antenna and thus reducing sidelobe levels.

This may be accomplished by varying the widths of the conducting strips or using an alter-

nate substrate. For given hologram dimensions, the optimum rate of radiation can be

established to generate the maximum achievable gain.

At present, a hologram is simply a set of conducting strips representing a discretization of

the sinusoidal term in the interference pattern. Alternative hologram realization should be

examined including different type of groove profiles on a substrate. The approach may

offer a better controlled rate of radiation and polanzation than the one based on concentric

conducting strips. Ultimately, a more complete hologram representation should be

explored for better operational efficiency.
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In addition, other hologram modifications could be examined including generating a cir-

cularly polarized hologram from a single linearly polarized feed. This may be accom-

plished by proper alignment of the dipoles in the dipole type holographic antenna. Other

potential holograms worthy of consideration include holograms with multi-beam capabili-

ties or holograms which generate an off broadside beam.
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Appendix A: Alternative Form of Reciprocity Theorem

- 
lìXYxI{ :

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.s)

(A.6)

(A.7)

The asterix, *, represents the complex conjugate.

following operations gives,

From (4.1) to (4.4), performing the

-#* .v*8" : _¡a¡úl* .-rf

Eb* .vrFf : _¡au4b .8"*

-tf* .vrEu : -jrrrrf* .il

LetE"; -É andEut-Ê betwosetsof sourcefreeMaxwell'sequationswithtimedepen-

dency d'' ,hence,

YxEo

v*É*

_h
YxE"

: -¡a¡tÉ

. ;A*: -I()JILL

_h
-japI{

-h*-japE"

-rt6-



E" .vxÊ* : _¡ri,e4" .Eb* (4.8)

Equations (4.5) and (4.8) become, after applying the vector identity,

v . (8" * -È*) : _¡rt (il* .-tf ) + ¡ae(Eo .Eu*) (A.9)

Performing a similar operation to equation (4.7) and (4.6),

By summing equations (4.9) and (4.10),

v.lE" *il* +Eb *ff*l: _ 2ja¡tRe(Ff .-#*)+2jatRe(Eo.Eu*) (A.11)

Where Re( ) designates the real part of a complex value.

It is clear that the right hand side of equation (4.11) is always imaginary, consequently,

Re[Y .(8" ,il* *Eb ,Ff*¡1 : o

or, in the integral form as shown in equation (4.13),

v .@b *-rf*) : -jti,l;(Ff* .-r!)+¡ri,44o* .Eb'1 (A.10)

-tt7-
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ne{(E" ,-i* +Eb xÉ*).fids : o

,s

(4.13)

Equation (4.13) can be regarded as an alternative form of the reciprocity theorem. It

shows another relation between two sets of fields, a and å, which is a variation of the

Lorentz reciprocity theorem [34].
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2n{l

P',odz : Ko f Jll(Ö, 
o)l2sinododg (8.1)

00

Similarly, the power radiated from a portion of the arc, subtended by 0 , P" ,od2, is propor-

tional to the incident power,

2n0

P",o,tz : K" I|RO, e)l"inododþ (8.2)

00

The ratio of these two powers is,

2r.0

D" _ D' JJ^t'0)l2sin0d0dsF rad2: F rarl2 

- 

(8.'l)

J Jtno, 
o)l2sinododQ

00

2n0

P,,,od2_ J 
j/(o' o)l2sinedodo

Þ, 2nQ
' rad2f uuL 

J JFro, 
o)l2sinodods

00

(8.3)

of,
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The power radiated from one of the full arcs can alternatively be expressed as the differ-

ence in power levels before and after encountering the strip, Ar , as shown in equation

(8.5).

P'rorl2: Pr-Pr+a,r (8.5)

The power radiated from each strip, 1, 2, . . . n, can be written,

where P r,, is the incident power at rn : r + (n - 7)Ar ,

2nQ
p,u : 

"-2a(r 
+(,- l)ar) 

I JKO,0)l2sin0d0dÖ (8.9)

00

Substituting this into equation (8.8) gives,
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2nQ
p,,odz, - 

"-2a(r+ 
(,'- 1)^r)(1 

- "-2a\rr l It/(o,0)l2sinod0dg (8.10)

Substituting equation (8.10) into equation (8.4), P",od can be written as,

2n0

P",o,t2,, : e-20"'(l -"-20(rrlJt/(Ö, 0)l2sin0d0d{ (8.11)

The total radiation, Pradz, is found from the sum of the radiation from the individual

strips,

¡/
Prad2 : L P" ro¿2,, (B'12)

n=1

00

00

N ¡2r0(r + Ar)

P,adz : z P" ,o,tz,, 
: 

"-to" 
(t - "-'"\l I J [,(0, e)1" inlctldþ ...

n:l to 
o

2nï(r + 2Ar) 2n0(r + NLr) \
"-zanr ¡ I ifi0.,0)l2sin0d0 dþ + ... + 

"-2oNA' 
I J l,f(o, o)l2rineaeag 

IJoooo)

(8.13)

For a fixed spacing (Rr-R,) in the limit as Ar-+0, ¡/->oo and the summation

becomes an integration,
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Rûno(r)

Pract2: Zo"-'"o' [ ! 
'!' 

"-2"{'-o','V(þ,0)l2sinldldþdr
Â, o o

2nQ

i itl(Ö' o)l2sinodod$

This equation is now multiplied by F, therefore,

I [lf@,0)12 sinododþ
00

2nÇ)

P,od2:2o"-'oo' 
J JtXÖ, 

e)|,
00

-2a(r- o''¡¡10, 
o)12 sinoctodþdr

sin0d0dg

o(')

T"
0

2n

f
0

RL

I
R,

(8.14)

(8.15)

sin0d0dS
2nÇ)

J JlRo, 
elt'

00

Knowing that po,,,r: 
"-'oo"iln*,0)l2sin0d0dq, equation (8.15) is divided by

00

p 
interceprecr, un¿ - 

ln 4- may be replaced by 
"-zo(R 

' 
- ^'' . uo. a circular symmetrict intercepted

case, the ,u¡io -!t"n- can be reduced to equation (8.16).' P intercepted
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P radz

P,;,"**: "

R¿0(r)

I I "-'"''-o''f(e)l' d2ar
-Za(R, - i?,)r R, 0

o

[V@)12 
sineae

0

(8.16)
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